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WELCOME TO ISSUE #009 //

NOTE FROM
THE EDITORS
Welcome to issue number #009 of Pod Bible
magazine - the first to be produced exclusively
during lockdown! We hope you've managed to
adjust as well as you can to the new way of life
we've all been facing. We're so thankful that
we're able to keep distributing Pod Bible across
the country with little disruption and hope that
what you read in this issue can help provide a
welcome distraction from any challenges you
may be contending with.

Onwards! As you will have noticed our cover for
this issue is graced by the broadcasting legend
that is Mr Stephen Fry. Stephen started his
first podcast over a decade ago and his recent
series have been magnificent. It was a joy to be
able to speak to Stephen about podcasting and
his appearance kicks off a jam packed issue full
of interviews, reviews and recommendations.
Also in this issue, Host of Ctrl Alt Delete Emma
Gannon joins us as our Podcast Disciple, we
pick our favourite podcast episodes featuring
comedian London Hughes while WWE star
Flash Morgan Webster selects his current
02 //

top 5 podcasts. We've also used our Devil In
The Detail section to focus in on some of our
favourite shows that have been created during
lockdown. We've been blown away by the
number of new podcasts appearing in our feeds
over recent weeks but with the majority of us
being stuck at home, it's no wonder so many
have decided to try their hand at podcasting.
As well as keeping ourselves busy with the
Pod Bible Podcast we also spent a week
at the end of May hosting a number of Pod
Bible Listening Parties on Twitter. These
involved listening to a variety of podcast
episodes while the hosts and guests of the
shows tweeted along answering questions
and giving behind the scenes information.
Pods involved included Drunk Women Solving
Crime, Football Ramble Daily, Distraction
Pieces and White Wine Question Time. We
were delighted with the response and loved
seeing so many people getting involved with
the #PodBibleListeningParty hashtag. Missed
out on the party? Have no fear, we'll be sure to
arrange more in future.
We'll be back with issue #010 in August, but
until then please feel free to get in touch via
email or social media. We'd love to hear what
you've been listening to!
info@podbiblemag.com // @podbible
STU WHIFFEN // ADAM RICHARDSON
Pod Bible Editors - @stuwhiffen // @mynameisad
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WHAT’S A PODCAST
AND HOW DO I LISTEN?
WHAT’S IS IT?!
A podcast is a digital audio file made available
on the internet for downloading or streaming to
a computer or an alternative device such as a
phone. To be a little less clinical, it’s essentially a
radio show that you can listen to wherever and
whenever you choose without being interrupted
by regular weather bulletins or travel updates.

Right now there are over 800,000 different
podcasts with over 30 million episodes in 100
different languages available to listen to. These
range from highly produced shows recorded in
professional studios by major broadcasters to
rough and ready homemade shows recorded
on a laptop in someone’s bedroom. If you have
a computer and an internet connection, you
can make a podcast, making it one of the most
democratic mediums around. Is it time to see
what all the fuss is about?
HOW MUCH DO THEY COST?
Nothing! They’re absolutely free which makes
them one of the most accessible forms of
entertainment around. Many of the larger podcasts

will feature adverts and some offer access
to extra content for a small fee but 99% of
podcasts are available for you to listen to on
demand for nothing at all.
There are literally millions of hours of top quality
content out there for you to explore - so what's
stopping you?!
SO HOW DO I LISTEN?
The Spotify and Acast apps are available on all
smart phones and other devices and cover a
wide variety of podcasts. If you're an iPhone
user then the Apple Podcasts app should
already be on your phone. The same applies
for the Google Podcasts app on Android
phones. Within these apps you can search
for and subscribe to shows so that the latest
episodes will be downloaded to your phone
without you having to seek them out.
The Spotify app also allows you to scan codes
(available across this magazine) which take
you directly to the relevant podcast. The
Audible app can be used to listen to Audible
original podcasts.
If you're on a desktop computer then you
can use the Spotify desktop application
(which is also available in your browser) the
Acast website or the Audible Cloud Player.
Alternatively you can use iTunes or go direct to
the website of the podcast you want to listen to.
Finally, you can use your home smart speakers
as a way to listen too. Just ask them to play you
a podcast and go from there!
// 03

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO... STEPHEN FRY //

“I STARTED A LIFETIME
AGO – LITERALLY SOME
PEOPLE’S LIFETIMES...”
BEST KNOWN FOR HIS ACTING AND PRESENTING
(AS WELL AS BEING A BONAFIDE NATIONAL
TREASURE) STEPHEN FRY RELEASED HIS FIRST
'PODGRAM' WAY BACK IN 2008, WE CAUGHT
UP WITH HOST OF THE EXCELLENT 7 DEADLY
SINS TO DISCUSS HIS LOVE FOR THE PODCAST
FORMAT AND THE SHOWS HE ADORES.
PB: WHAT IS IT ABOUT PODCASTS THAT
APPEALS TO YOU?

SF: You can be ironing, walking, driving,

running, cooking, shaving, in the bath,
knitting, doing a jigsaw puzzle – there are
so many ways you can occupy yourself
delightfully and yet with a human voice in
your ear. The range of subjects too – it’s
astounding. If there’s anything you’re not
sure about, some detail of history, thought,
science, technology, culture, sport … there’s
a podcast for you.

IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO BEFORE
YOU STARTED YOUR SHOW AND GIVE
YOURSELVES ONE PIECE OF ADVICE,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?

Relax: don’t try to broadcast – chat, be
yourself. Easy does it.
04 //

WHAT MAKES A GREAT PODCAST HOST?

Warmth, ease of tone and delivery, not trying
too hard.

“RELAX: DON’T TRY
TO BROADCAST –
CHAT, BE YOURSELF.”
In his most recent podcast
series Stephen Fry's 7
Deadly Sins, Stephen
studies each of the seven
sins one by one in an
effort to anatomise and
understand them. Scan
the nearby Spotify code to
listen now!
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Stephen Fry. Photo by Elliot Spencer

many commercial advertising interruptions
Honesty, openness, thoughtfulness, surprise. and too much trying to be liked. But that’s
true of what’s annoying in radio and TV too
WHAT'S BEEN YOUR WORST PODCAST
of course!
WHAT ABOUT A GREAT GUEST?

MOMENT SO FAR?

My podcasts don’t involve other people – just
me talking. I started a lifetime ago – literally
some people’s lifetimes – and in those days
I called them Blessays… a silly compound of
blog and essay, with a hint of blessing. So my
worst moments aren’t to do with interviews/
chats with guests, they’re more to do with
laziness. Not providing new content.
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU FOUND
FRUSTRATING AS A PODCAST LISTENER
BUT UNDERSTAND NOW YOU MAKE
YOUR OWN?

Not that I can think of. The only things that
frustrate me as a listener are, of course, too

WHICH EPISODE OF YOUR PODCAST
MEANS THE MOST TO YOU?

Crumbs. I did a blessay on language and
the idiocy of pedantry and so on which I
think is important. The recent series on
the seven deadly sins is important to me,
because I think it offers a different way of
looking at the problems of the world without
recourse to the usual blandishments of echo
chamber politics and culture on the one
hand or endless reiterations of neoBuddhist
mindfulness on the other. With all due
respect to both brands of podcast.
// 05

WHICH PODCASTS OR PODCAST HOSTS
DO YOU TAKE INSPIRATION FROM?

Those that are excited by ideas but which
don’t presume to espouse any one point of
view: those that embrace the ambiguities,
strangeness, complexities and contradictions
of our silly and wonderful world.
FINALLY, WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT
FAVOURITE PODCASTS?

No Such Thing As A Fish from my old friends
the QI Elves, Alan Alda’s Clear + Vivid.
Lawrence Krauss’s The Origins Podcast,
Peter Adamson’s History of Philosophy
Without Any Gaps, Dan Carlin’s Hardcore
History. Malcolm Gladwell’s Revisionist
History. Helen Zaltzman’s The Allusionist.
Anything by Jon Ronson. Homo Sapiens,
which Chris Sweeney and Alan Cummings
do. It’s LGBT focused but not exclusive and
unmissable. Various BBC shows put out as

podcasts. Friday Night Comedy, Last Word,
Desert Island Discs, Melvyn Bragg’s In Our
Time, the Tech Tent, Books and Authors,
but top of the list Kermode and Mayo’s Film
Review. Just gold. And lastly, let’s not forget
the magnificent Distraction Pieces from the
one and only Scroobius Pip…
Stephen first started podcasting back
in 2008 with the release of his popular
'Podgrams', a collection of his writings,
speeches and collective thoughts. After a
lengthy gap he returned in 2018 to release
the documentary podcast series 'Great
Leap Years' which explores the stories
behind well known inventions. His most
recent series 7 Deadly Sins is available now
on all good podcast platforms.
@StephenFry // stephenfry.com

CHECK OUT SOME OF STEPHEN'S FAVOURITES ON SPOTIFY

06 //
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THE NEW TESTAMENT //

EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE PAST
SIX MONTHS
OFF MENU

Comedy / Food

Ep 53 // Richard Herring // Apr 2020
In the chart topping Off Menu, guests are asked to collate their dream menu
with nothing off limits. In this bonus episode, recorded remotely during the
early stages of lockdown, Ed Gamble & James Acaster were joined by
podcasting heavyweight Richard Herring. What followed was a menu so
surreal it has to be heard to be believed. The video call was recorded as
part of the Cosmic Shambles Stay At Home Festival and is worth watching
if only for Ed and James's reactions to some of Richard's choices. Hilarious!

MUM & MUMMER

Parenting

Episode 3 // The Wonderful World of Online Dating // Apr 2020
Whilst still new to the podcasting game, Mum & Mummer has already
made great strides in normalising non traditional family set ups. Hosts Amy
& Harry speak openly about the ups and the downs of their respective
situations and, even when the subjects get heavy, there is a positivity that
shines through. The willingness to be honest and discuss all sorts of taboo
subjects makes for an enthralling listen during this discussion of online
dating, and Harry's reactions to Amy's revelations are just brilliant.

TELLING EVERYBODY EVERYTHING

Comedy

Tiger King and Queen Violet // Apr 2020
When lockdown began back in late March, there were two things
keeping us going at Pod Bible towers - the raft of brand new podcasts
and the Netflix documentary Tiger King. This episode ticks both boxes as
Katherine Ryan uses her new found spare time to bring her no nonsense
approach to podcasting. Her takes on the show everyone was binging
are glorious but it's the appearance of her daughter Violet that will really
bring a smile to your face.

08 //
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TODAY IN FOCUS

News

Coronavirus: 100 days that changed the world // Apr 2020
The Guardian's award winning Today In Focus combines personal
storytelling with insightful analysis - honing in on a different news item five
days a week in an effort to give listeners a deeper understanding of the
subject at hand. In this two parter the team serve up a fascinating study into
the global Covid-19 crisis, focusing on the first 100 days. How did it all begin?
How did it spread? How did different countries and governments react as
the seriousness of the situation became more apparent? A sobering listen.

TALK ART

Society & Culture

Sir Elton John CBE // Apr 2020
On their podcast dedicated to the world of art, Robert Diament and Russell
Tovey have spoken to artists, curators and art enthusiasts from around the
world but with lockdown meaning more people stuck at home, Talk Art
grabbed the opportunity to speak to the legendary Sir Elton John about his
lifelong obsession for art collecting. From hoarding dinky toys to his love for
glass, all bases are covered. There's even a story about the time he & John
Lennon once refused to answer the door to Andy Warhol!

BLACK GALS' LIVIN'

		

Pop Culture

80 // Quarantine dating & Insta live entertainment // Apr 2020
Lockdown posed many problems for podcasters as they tried to acclimatise
to online recordings and the lack of chemistry that being in the same room
usually brings. Black Gals' Livin' is a podcast that excels when hosts Vic &
Jas are together (something referenced early on in this episode) but there's
still so much to enjoy here as they go deep into the difficulties of dating
during a pandemic and the influx of live videos on instagram. They may not
be in the same room but the chemistry is still very much there.

RADIOLAB

		

Documentary

The Other Latif: Episode 1 // Apr 2020
As a syndicated radio show, Radiolab has been carrying out quality audio
reporting since the start of the millennium. Episode 1 of The Other Latif
is the beginning of a series focusing on Latif Nasser, a man who was
fairly convinced he was the only person to have his name. That was
until he found Abdul Latif Nasser, a man also known as detainee 244 at
Guantanamo Bay. The discovery leads Latif to Morocco, Sudan and further
afield to discover his namesake's story and search for justice.

// 09

THE 10 COMMANDMENTS //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

PODCASTS FOR
LOCKDOWN
LEARNING
IN EACH ISSUE ACAST DELIVER THEIR TEN
COMMANDMENTS - THE SHOWS YOU SHOULD BE
LISTENING TO RIGHT NOW, WITH A DIFFERENT
THEME EACH TIME. THIS MONTH, CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER CLARISSA PABI LOOKS
AT PODCASTS FOR LOCKDOWN LEARNING.
“Podcasts provide the perfect opportunity to keep learning and develop
a growth mindset, and in lockdown there’s more choice than ever. So
whether you’re a curious thinker, a lifelong learner, an actual student or
simply someone looking for some clever entertainment, here’s a whole
timetable of lessons to subscribe to.”

SLAY IN
YOUR LANE

THE POLYESTER
PODCAST

Yomi Adegoke and Elizabeth Uviebinené –
authors of the trailblazing Slay In Your Lane
— are here to help you ‘get in formation’.
Their new and essential pop-culture and
current affairs podcast discusses topical
news and the key themes explored in their
books, all through their unique lens as best
friends and Black British women.

From the iconic intersectional feminist arts
and culture zine, Polyester, comes a podcast
aiming to bridge the gap between URL
cyberfeminism and the IRL world. Editorin-chief Ione Gamble interviews artists and
creatives about the things they’re obsessed
with — and, in their new bonus episodes
The Sleepover Club, talk you through selfisolation and beyond.
Arts

Sociology
10 //
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TALKING POLITICS:
HISTORY OF IDEAS

GROWING UP
WITH GAL-DEM

This new fascinating series hosted by David
Runciman examines a selection of important
thinkers and prominent ideas behind
modern politics – from Hobbes to Gandhi,
from democracy to patriarchy, and from
revolution to lockdown. Plus, he talks about
the crises – revolutions, wars, depressions,
pandemics – that generated these new
ways of political thinking.
Politics

Inspired by their propulsive book comes
the first podcast from gal-dem, one of the
most culturally relevant publishers in the
UK. In Growing Up, Liv Little and Charlie
Brinkhurst-Cuff invite a different guest to
respond to old diary entries, messages, or
letters from their younger selves — revisiting
the crucial journey from adolescence to
adulthood.
English

HISTORY
BECOMES HER

CAUGHT OFF
GUARD

In this podcast history becomes her-story,
as Rachel Thompson speaks to a selection
of incredible women who are shaping the
world we’re living in. Guests include the New
York Times journalists behind the Harvey
Weinstein investigation and author Poorna
Bell, who discuss the impactful changes
they’re initiating and the women of the past
who paved their way.
History

For today’s entrepreneur — with side
hustles, dreams, distractions and multiple
#lifegoals — you need a podcast where
no topic is off limits. Caught Off Guard is
hosted by Patricia Bright, who delves into
everything from relationships and failures to
money, success and everything in between.
Business Studies

WHY AREN'T YOU
A DOCTOR YET?

COFFEE BREAK
GERMAN

If you like your learning rooted in pop
culture and modern relevance, listen no
further than Why Aren’t You A Doctor Yet?
Hosts Hana, Suhail, Oz, and Alex have two
PhDs and years of journalistic experience
between them — join them as they dissect,
discuss and dive into topics from the worlds
of science, technology and medicine.

Sprichst du Deutsch? Why not use your
surplus spare time to pick up a few key
phrases in German in these coffee-break
lessons from the Radio Lingua Network?
Each lesson focuses on the language
you need to know, and before long you’ll
be ready to flex your German lingo like a
true Berliner.

Science

Languages
// 11

HARRY POTTER AND
THE SACRED TEXT

REALITY
CHECK

JK Rowling’s novels about Harry Potter and
his wizarding cohort are revered worldwide,
providing solace and inspiration to many.
Join Havard alumni Vanessa and Casper as
they explore the key themes of the books
and bring thought, reflection and laughter
to Harry Potter — not just as novels, but
inspirational texts that teach us about our
own lives.
RE

Reality TV shows make for a revealing
window into modern love, and who better
to dish out relationship advice than the
contestants themselves? Reality Check is
the show that turns your favourite reality
TV stars into your most treasured Agony
Aunts. The first series features Love Island
faves Amber, Anna and Yewande.
PSHE

ACAST IS THE HOME OF THE WORLD’S BEST PODCASTS.
FIND WHAT SPEAKS TO YOU AT ACAST.COM.

1/2 PAGE AD
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WANNA BE

SAUSAGE
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THE OLD TESTAMENT //

CLASSIC EPISODES FROM
THE PODCAST ARCHIVES
RULE OF THREE

Comedy

Charlie Brooker on Airplane! // Apr 2019
On Rule of Three comedy writer hosts Jason Hazeley & Joel Morris sit
down with someone who makes comedy to forensically discuss something
funny that they love, but before they even get to the film chosen by Charlie
Brooker, they discuss why Robocop is a comedy and, in turn, why Black
Mirror is too. Before long though they move onto the comedy classic,
“Airplane!” and they do so with the exact level of passion and nerdy
background information that you would expect from these three.

SONG EXPLODER

Music

Björk - Stonemilker // Dec 2015
For years now Song Exploder have been providing listeners with interviews
with musicians that go so much further than the usual promotional fare. By
asking their guests to dissect a specific song from their back catalogue they
gain a fascinating insight into the creative process that all music fans would
enjoy. This episode features Björk not only going into intrinsic detail on the
technical side of producing the exact sound she wanted but also revealing
the personal origins of the idea for the song itself.

THE NARRATIVE

Sport

Sports "Just So" Stories // Jun 2017
The Narrative is a podcast by Sports Illustrated that ignores the latest
headlines or results but instead focuses on the stories that may not get
heard elsewhere. Non sports fans often point out the idiocy of how invested
sports fans can be in the most banal of details but this episode celebrates
that by focusing on the back stories of four of the strangest things in sports:
baseball stirrups, the forward pass, basketball shoes, and the hat-trick. The
kind of podcast that will give you lots of ammo for future pub conversations.

14 //
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YOU'RE DEAD TO ME

History

Justinian & Theodora // Oct 2019
In these strange times a podcast that makes history fun could be a very
useful tool. Well who better than Greg Jenner, one of the brilliant team
behind Horrible Histories to bring you that?! There are many episodes with
familiar parts of history covered but it’s often the lesser known areas that
are the most fascinating. In this episode Greg is joined by comedian Shappi
Khorsandi & historian Prof Peter Frankopan to discuss the Jay Z & Beyoncé
of the Byzantine era. Educational and hilarious - what more could you want?

A GAY AND A NONGAY

LGBTQ+
Leaving the Westboro Baptist Church w/ Megan Phelps-Roper // Nov 2019

James Barr and Dan Hudson are not afraid to discuss controversial opinions
on their podcast that covers all areas of the LGBTQ+ community from two
very different perspectives. In this episode they discuss some of the most
controversial opinions out there as they talk to former member of Westboro
Baptist Church, Megan Phelps-Roper. From picketing soldiers funerals to
spearheading the churches use of social media, Megan is not afraid to
discuss the impact of her actions and the deep regrets that remain.

AN HOUR OR SO WITH....

Interview

2 // Mary Berry // Oct 2019
If you're looking for a perfect example of the intimacy that podcasting can
generate then this episode of An Hour Or So With may be the one. Sue
Perkins has a knack of speaking to all her guests like they're old friends, so
when the guest in question actually is an old friend, the results are beautiful.
From multi million selling cookbooks to a TV career that began in the 1970s,
every aspect of Mary Berry's career is covered. And yes, there's even time
to talk about a little known TV baking show...

INSANE IN THE MEN BRAIN

Mental Health

James Acaster // Jan 2020
With the aim of discussing men's mental health in detail, comedian Rich
Wilson has spoken to a number of brilliant guests but his conversation with
James Acaster is up there with the best. Listen as Rich and James discuss
the incorrect assumption that all successful people know exactly what
they're doing and are confident with it. Recorded just before but released
after James' most soul-baringly personal tour yet, the humour of both men
and the warmth of the conversation avoid things getting too uncomfortable.

// 15

#TheReceiptsPodcast is only available
to listen to on Spotify - brand new
episodes drop every Wednesday

spotify.com/thereceipts
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REVELATIONS //

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

A NEW FOOTBALL PODCAST FROM
SPOTIFY STUDIOS & GIMLET
After a period of enforced absence towards
the tail end of most domestic seasons, football
may now still only be tentatively restarting and
adapting to the new normal. It’s safe to say that
despite this, podcasts
about football have
continued in earnest
and found the best
ways to provide
content to fill the hole
left by the game itself
- and it’s no exception
at Spotify! After
Gimlet producer Matt
Nelson suggested
a crossover episode, we’ve produced a
collaborative episode of Gimlet and Spotify
Studios’ original football podcasts: We Came
to Win and GIANT. The episode tells two stories
about football in the time of coronavirus, told
by the people that were there. Here’s what to
expect from each story:

local community to look at the impact of Covid
19 on a club and the people to whom that club
is everything. The team is Hampton & Richmond
Borough, they play in the sixth tier, and the
story that unfolds is one of society more than
economy.

Owen Blackhurst
GIANT Presenter & Producer

The episode launched
on May 29th and is
available to listen to
exclusively on Spotify
- search for GIANT
or We Came to Win.
Whilst you’re there, if you haven’t done so
already, you can hear the full seasons of both
GIANT and We Came To Win which are both
amazing and officially award-winning, in GIANT’s
case - season 1 recently won two gongs at the
New York Festivals Radio awards.

Football at the top tier of the professional game
was always going to return ahead of time, there
is simply too much money involved for it not to.
But below that, down at semi-professional level,
the picture was and is murky. Leagues carried
on and then were cancelled, no start dates
for next season announced, and a raft of parttime, staff, and volunteers were left in limbo.
So we wanted to tell one of those stories. We
wanted to go to a place that is the heart of a

Matt Nelson
Producer
Have you seen Contagion? It’s a film that follows
the outbreak of a flu-like virus as it spreads
from the stem of a glass in a casino, to a bank
card, to a touchscreen, and then out into the
world. Contagion is fiction, but it appears that
something similar happened in real life at the
Atlanta v Valencia Champions League game
back in February. We’ve tracked how COVID-19
spread through the stadium that night, and
the wider impact
of a game that one
scientist dubbed the
“biological bomb”

// 17

EVERY PODCAST IN POD BIBLE HAS A SCANNABLE CODE SO
YOU CAN EASILY OPEN AND LISTEN WITHIN THE SPOTIFY APP
OPEN A SEARCH THEN CLICK ON THE CAMERA ICON TO USE
THE IN-APP SCANNER
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THE SCRIPTURES //

PODCASTS WITH BACK
CATALOGUES THAT ARE
ALL KILLER, NO FILLER
SOME PODS YOU DIP IN AND OUT OF, OTHERS
YOU LISTEN TO RELIGIOUSLY. HERE’S OUR
SELECTION OF PODCASTS THAT ARE WELL
WORTH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.
HOW DID WE GET HERE?

Mental Health

In this wonderful exploration of the podcast format, Claudia Winkleman is
joined by friend and clinical psychologist Professor Tanya Brown as they
invite unknown guests in for therapy-style conversations. While the subject
matters can be troubling, the results are often uplifting and emotionally
rewarding. A powerful listen.

BEEF AND DAIRY NETWORK PODCAST

Comedy

Don't panic, we're not actually recommending you a podcast all about
livestock, although at times during this award winning series you could
be mistaken. This is in fact an expertly produced and brilliantly presented
comedy series featuring updates from a fictional industry publication as they
bring you the subjects that really matter. Prepare to become addicted.

13 MINUTES TO THE MOON

History

This BBC World Service podcast focuses on the 13 minutes before Buzz
Aldrin and Neil Armstrong stepped on to the moon back in 1969 and is as
fascinating and awe inspiring as you'd expect. The mix of archive audio and
more recent interviews ensures a revelatory listen. The podcast returned
for a second series in March, focusing on the near disaster of Apollo 13.
22 //

CALL YOUR GIRLFRIEND

POD BIBLE // #009 // JUN 2020

Pop Culture

In a time when catching up with friends over the phone has become more
prevalent again, Call Your Girlfriend feels hugely relevant. Each week long
distance besties Ann Friedman and Aminatou Sow call each other from either
side of the US to discuss pop culture, politics and everything in between.
Often poignant, always hilarious, their friendship always shines through.

NORTH STAR RISING

Audio Drama

At a time when many of us are in need of distraction, video game
developer Mike Bithell is here for you. Driven by his new found free time,
Mike produced an audio space adventure for everyone stuck at home. With
voice work from the likes of Rahul Koli, Scroobius Pip, Samantha Béart &
Jayce Diaz, this jaunt is more Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy than Aliens...

REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL

Society & Culture

Former Labour Party leader Ed Miliband, and Sony Award-winning radio host
Geoff Lloyd offer up alternative ideas to today's unfair society while talking
to smart thinkers from around the world along the way. A fine mix of silly and
serious, the shows hosts are clearly passionate about improving the world
we live in and some of the guests they've had on have been magnificent.

THE THREE TRACK PODCAST

Music

Comedian and writer Gabriel Ebulue presents the perfect podcast for a music
nerd as he asks guests to discuss their three favourite tracks. From chart
topping pop hits to esoteric b-sides every choice is treated with the utmost
respect and every facet of how the track is put together is examined. A great
place to geek out while picking up music recommendations along the way.

UNCOVER: THE VILLAGE

True Crime

Between 2010 and 2017, 8 gay men, 6 of which were immigrants, disappeared
in Toronto. In Uncover, journalist Justin Long investigates a mystery that had
been 'easy to forget' for authorities due to the sexuality and ethnicity of the
victims. What follows is a well researched podcast that focuses on getting to the
bottom of the case while compassionately telling the stories of those involved.

PUTIN: PRISONER OF POWER

Documentary

Available exclusively via Audible, Putin: Prisoner of Power documents the
twenty years in which Vladimir Putin has been Russian president. Author
and journalist Misha Glenny studies his swift rise to power and the many
ways in which he has retained it, from backroom deals to displays of military
strength and much more skulduggery inbetween. A fascinating series.
// 23

THE HOLY GRAIL //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

DON'T JUST TAKE
OUR WORD FOR IT...
EACH ISSUE WE BRING YOU A ROUND-UP OF
THE AUDIBLE ORIGINAL PODCASTS OUR
MEMBERS ARE LOVING AND PRESS ARE
BUZZING ABOUT TOO. WITHOUT FURTHER
ADO HERE’S OUR MEMBERS ON THEIR
FAVOURITE LISTENS…
LOCKED TOGETHER
At this extraordinary national moment, with the country in lockdown,
Audible teams up with some of our country's biggest stars such as Jimmy
Carr, French & Saunders and Sarah Millican as they invite you in to their
own homes for some uplifting chat.
“Brilliant idea. Fantastic choice of people. “Loved this. Really warm and funny and hitting all
A much needed laugh. Good timing.
the right notes under tricky circumstances. I think
Thank you.” Anon
it’s just what we all need” Mrs J. M.

HABITS FOR HAPPINESS
How do we get happy? Listen to a positive, step-by-step guide on the
building blocks for personal happiness by Dr Tim Sharp (aka Dr Happy).
Through ten daily habits, this series provides the learnings and practical
strategies for creating a happier life.
“Loved it, it was easy to listen to
and understand. Not clichéd or
overly touchy feely.” Anon
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“Good and well crafted points on the need to be good to
ourselves and how to get there. Thoroughly enjoyed it and will
be starting it again for a second listen, straight away.” Delo
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STEPHEN FRY’S VICTORIAN SECRETS
This series delves deep into a period we think we know, to discover an altogether
darker reality. The stories we’re told offer a different perspective on an era which
underwent huge social change. As education, technology and culture blossomed,
why was there an undercurrent of the ‘forbidden’ festering beneath Victorian society?
“Brim full of the
great, the good and
the daft.” Duncan

“Amazing content told so beautifully by Stephen fry that
I actually felt as I was in the Victorian era myself! Will no
doubt listen to these episodes again and again.” Anon

REAL CRIME: LOCKED UP FOR LIFE
Some crimes are so horrific they attract the harshest punishment possible: a
sentence that means the guilty will die behind bars. From ‘the Crossbow Cannibal’
to Moors murderer Myra Hindley, we explore the cases of eight criminals with
whole life orders and ask what this means for the criminals and society.
“I found it to be a very balanced examination, putting aside strong
emotions of the crime itself and looking at the wider social, legal
and moral implications. I thoroughly recommend!” Catherine

“Thought provoking,
well presented and is
really interesting” Anon

SLEEPING WITH DAVID BADDIEL
David Baddiel invites you into his bedroom as he explores the power of sleep.
Struggle to get to sleep? Wake up in the early hours unable to drift off again?
Baddiel partners with expert Dr Guy Leschziner to investigate what happens
when we sleep, why we need it and what happens when we don't get enough.
“I’m a clinical psychotherapist, and research
psychologist. I’ll be recommending this to anyone
I work with that is struggling with sleep.” Ellie

“Loved it. Very
honest, interesting
and funny” Anon

A GROWN UP GUIDE TO DINOSAURS
When we're young, we all have a favourite dinosaur but, as time passes,
other aspects of life get in the way. This is the ultimate guide for grownups who have lost touch with their favourite childhood dinosaurs.
“I didn't even know I was interested in dinosaurs until I listened
to this and now I'm planning a holiday to the Jurassic coast! So
fascinating and really well produced.” Anon

“Brilliantly put
together to appeal to
all ages.” AP

Every month, Audible members get one credit to use on any audiobook regardless of price or length, plus
unlimited access to Audible Original Podcasts at no extra cost.
Listen for free with your 30-day trial. From £7.99 / month after 30 days. Renews automatically.
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THE GOOD SAMARITAN //

PODCASTS
WITH A SOCIAL
CONSCIENCE
JASON REED FROM LEAP UK & THE STOP AND
SEARCH PODCAST SPEAKS TO THE PEOPLE BEHIND
PODCASTS FROM THE CHARITY AND CAUSES SECTOR
When Stewart Roberts saw the power of
giving someone a helping hand, he decided
to take to streets with his scissors to try
and help those who are often overlooked
in society:
SR: I started by accident in November 2014
as I was volunteering at a Salvation Army
in Essex, talking to people
about addictions and I saw
homeless people coming in
for something to eat. It was
also around this time that I
noticed that Mark Bustos was
in New York giving makeovers
to people who are homeless.
I decided that I would give
some haircuts, and after I put
some pictures on social media
it didn’t take long for other
hairstylists to volunteer. From
here Haircuts4Homeless was born and little
did I know it would change my life.
Stewart hosts the podcast Hear Me, See
Me, a show about the many different
people that he gets to meet from an array
of backgrounds. How did the podcast
come about?
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I had been a guest on a few podcasts to talk
about Haircuts4Homelss and I realised that I
know so many great people, so I started my
own show. I’ve been really lucky and the
guests I talk to are varied, including Game
of Thrones star, Lena Headey, but also the
incredible unsung heroes at the homeless
centres who work to change lives for the
better. In recent weeks I’ve
worked on podcasts featuring
domestic violence survivors,
women who’ve been through
unspeakable abuse. You can
imagine how humbling this
is, but equally matched with
inspiration.
How does the podcast help
with the wider work and
outreach?
The response has been great, to date we
have around 600 volunteers and we estimate
that we’ve given over 40,000 haircuts, but in
many ways this isn’t about the actual haircut, it
didn’t take long for us to notice that this project
is enabling a sense of connection, and above
all else, respect. Five years later we have 68
projects across the UK & Ireland.
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The work of Haircuts4Homeless and the
companion podcast Hear Me, See Me
is undoubtedly rewarding, but Stewart
reminds us just why we need to pay
attention.
I can’t convey how unique it is to be in a
profession that lays hands on people, and
that human touch does break down barriers.
After talking to our homeless clients, we’ve
been made aware just how invisible they
are, which leads to loneliness. Just having a
conversation can prove a difference-maker.
It’s been around five years that I’ve been
working in Haircuts4Homeless and I truly
have met wonderful people. There can be
times that you don’t see people for a while
and you hope that they’ve moved on and their
lives have got better, but when you learn that

someone has passed away, the heartbreak
this causes is just incalculable. I truly believe
that there is no excuse in this modern age
to not be looking after everyone in society,
regardless of their situation, and this is why
we’ll keep doing what we’re doing - and why
we’ll be using the Hear Me, See Me podcast
- to make sure we have the conversations that
need to be heard.
ukleap.org // @JasonTron
With a mix of live panel
discussions, celebrity guests,
policy experts and general
inquisitiveness, THE STOP AND
SEARCH PODCAST discusses
drugs, addiction, mental health
and the media. Availble on Spotify,
Acast and all other platforms.
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PODCAST DISCIPLE //

EMMA GANNON
IN EACH ISSUE WE ASK A PODCAST
DISCIPLE FIVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR
LOVE OF PODCASTS AND PODCASTING.
THIS MONTH WE’RE JOINED BY EMMA
GANNON HOST OF THE UK'S NUMBER 1
CAREER'S PODCAST CTRL ALT DELETE.
PB: WHY DO YOU LOVE PODCASTS?
EG: I love the fact that it’s such a democratic
medium — anyone can make and upload one
as it’s a low barrier to entry and pretty easy
to make! I’ve always loved
audio and the way that as a
listener you have to use your
imagination, and that you can
go on long walks with some
company in your ears. I also
love podcasting in general for
female broadcasters who can
get their views across without
being interrupted :)
WHAT WAS THE FIRST
PODCAST YOU EVER
LISTENED TO?

Probably the Ricky Gervais podcast because
it’s a million years old. But the first one I
remember properly listening to was Elizabeth
Gilbert’s Magic Lessons and it was the
podcast that inspired me to start my own.
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WHICH PODCASTER MAKES YOU
LAUGH THE MOST?
Probably my friend Stevie Martin who hosts
the Nobody Panic podcast. She cracks me
up, and now that I can’t see
her in person during this time,
at least I get to laugh along
to her podcast. I listen to it
when I’m solo travelling — it’s
a really comforting, warm and
funny podcast.
WHICH PODCAST HAS
EDUCATED YOU THE
MOST??
I would say Ester Perel’s
podcast Where Should I
Begin? - the first podcast
that recorded real therapy sessions between
couples. She is incredible and everything she
says is eye opening. You’re basically getting
free therapy.
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CAN YOU RECOMMEND A PODCAST
OUR READERS MAY NOT HAVE
HEARD OF?
I love the podcast Forever35 with two LA hosts
Kate and Doree— a podcast all about selfcare, switchoff time and beauty treatments. I
listen in the bath with a glass of wine - bliss!

On Ctrl Alt Delete, Emma Gannon chats to
guests about careers and their relationship
with the internet. It has the same name as
Emma's book published by Ebury Penguin
Random House and has had nearly 5
million downloads since launch. It has been
recommended by The Times, ELLE, Marie
Claire, Red Magazine and many more.

@emmagannon / emmagannon.co.uk

CHECK OUT EMMA'S FAVOURITES ON SPOTIFY
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FOR THE LOVE OF POD //

FLASH MORGAN
WEBSTER
WHICH PODCASTS DO OUR FAVOURITE CELEBS
LISTEN TO? WE ASKED WRESTLER & NXT UK
SUPERSTAR FLASH MORGAN WEBSTER FOR THE
5 PODCASTS HE COULD NOT LIVE WITHOUT.

1
2

THE JOE ROGAN EXPERIENCE

I don’t know if there is a podcast around today that has the variety
of high level guest as Joe Rogan does. From Mike Tyson to Elon
Musk, Rogan chats openly and without agenda to his guests. He’s
got me through a lot of late night wrestling road trips when I’m
struggling to stay awake.

3
30 //

ART OF WRESTLING w/ COLT COBANA
One to one conversational wrestling podcasts are everywhere
now, hell, even I do one, but Colt is the originator of this style. His
chats are insightful and informative and always organic. You’re part
of a conversation not listening to an interview.

DISTRACTION PIECES PODCAST

I came to this podcast originally cause friends of mine were
guests but it has become one of my go to podcast. Whether it’s
chats with his close friends within the world of acting / music,
press junkets or interviewing his mother about her mother on
Mother’s Day (one of my favourite podcast episodes ever). Pip
brings the same honesty, passion and views that were present in
his music to the Distraction Pieces Podcast.
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4

HOW DID THIS GET MADE?

I don’t think there’s a podcast episode today that’s made me laugh
more than the Hobbs and Shaw episode of How Did This Get Made.
Paul Scheer and co look at current and past films/TV and debate
why and how these projects got the green light to ever get made.
The topics vary, so I pick and choose my episodes depending
on content but when I do commit to an episode it’s usually the
highlight of my cardio session. Good endorphins all round.

5

TALK ART

Although I’m a wrestler by trade now, I have a first class honors in
Fine Art and a post graduate diploma in teaching it. So I always like
to keep up to date with what’s going on in the arts. This podcast
has a great selection of established names and emerging artists
from a variety of practices. Perfect for when I’ve had enough of
wrestling and need something else to sink my teeth into.
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PODCAST PROPHETS //

LONDON HUGHES
CELEBRATING PODCASTERS IS A COMMON
OCCURRENCE, BUT IN THIS MODERN WORLD
BEING A SOLID, GRADE-A GUEST IS SOMETHING
THAT NEEDS CELEBRATING. OUR PODCAST
PROPHET FOR ISSUE #009 IS LONDON HUGHES.
If you like your podcasts guests full of energy and
enthusiasm then London Hughes may already be
one of your faves. The comedian,
presenter and writer has
guested on a wide
variety of shows and
never fails to entertain.
Her value was so evident
that last year the good
people at Spotify decided
to offer her her own show
London, Actually. Before
cracking on with that though, why
not enjoy the perfect introduction to
London with the following selection
of some of her best guest
appearances...
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NO COUNTRY FOR YOUNG WOMEN

11 // Sisterhood, confidence and London Hughes // Jun 2018
One of the great things about No Country for Young Women is that the
guest section isn’t the sole focus. In this episode hosts Sadia & Monty
have a great chat about the potential competitiveness of feminism (and,
in turn, race representation within feminism) before London even joins
them. Topics discussed include the pressures of being the one to push
boundaries, the difference between being too much for someone and
being too awesome for someone and being Muslim for a month.

DRUNK WOMEN SOLVING CRIME

03 // The Mysterious Case of DB Cooper and 'Bitch that's my cat!' // Sep 2018

In this early episode from our April cover stars Drunk Women Solving
Crime, London provides huge amounts of energy, hilarity and #BDE
(listen for clarity on that one....) as the group try to crack a case involving
a plane hijacking. Like any good crime story, is full of twists and turns.
Look out for a charming cat related story at the start too.

THE AMUSICAL PODCAST

London Hughes // Sep 2019
One of the great things about this episode of the podcast all about
musicals is London’s desire to show that you can’t judge someone’s
tastes by how they look. She is adamant that someone that looks like
her might be expected to be up for discussing Hamilton or Dream Girls
or maybe be even Avenue Q... but probably wouldn’t be expected to
be keen to chat about Cats and Starlight Express. A riot of an episode.

TALK ART

London Hughes (Live at London Podcast Festival) // Dec 2019
A live art podcast may sound, on paper, a little dry. But if the amazing
hosts Russell Tovey and Robert Diament aren’t enough to dispel that
fear, then surely a hilarious guest that excitedly shouts around 70% of
the show should put away any snooty preconceptions. As the three
instantly hit it off they enthusiastically discuss subjects including the
revelation that at school that London was an art genius, her unique
transition from Babestation to CBBC and the cultural awareness of her
white grandparents. However the real beauty comes when Robert finds
the links between the art she loves and the woman she has grown to be.
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INSTRUMENTS OF THE LORD //

PODCAST
EQUIPMENT
AS A BEATMAKER, DJ AND PODCAST PRODUCTION MAESTRO,
BUDDY PEACE KNOWS A THING OR TWO ABOUT THE TOOLS
OF THE TRADE. IN EVERY ISSUE HE'LL BE KEEPING US ACROSS
HIS CURRENT ESSENTIALS AS WELL AS REVIEWING A NEW
PIECE OF PODCAST TECH.

1
2
3
4
5
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BUDDY'S CURRENT ESSENTIALS
SHURE SM-58

		

RRP £92

Of course you can use on-board mics or higher end ones, but I find the 58
has an almost magnetic energy whereby just looking at it makes me want
to record. It’s sturdier than you would ever need, and plays very nicely with
the FetHead.

TRITON AUDIO FETHEAD FILTER

RRP £60

These are a solid element in your recording flow. They basically raise mic
levels without raising overall noise, and I never record without them! They’re
stable as hell and really do the job. Great when you have more than two mics
and potential for noise pileups.

STUDIOSPARES MIC STAND

RRP £18.50

These things are awesome. It may be obvious to add this but I’ve tried and
tested it a lot, and can safely say they’re spot on for tabletop mic setups. Make
sure you have some give on your cables, but other than that, set up and use
with confidence!

REDHEAD WINDSCREEN

RRP VARIABLE

I literally never take my recorder out without one of these. You can get them
for basically all recorders, and for wind and outside noise elements I haven’t
used any better than these. Most certainly worth the price, trust me.

ADOBE AUDITION

RRP £19.97 p/m

I’m a destructive editor. It’s not as cool as it sounds. It means I edit mixdowns
and make changes which are all ‘printed’ to the file. Mainly it’s habit but I love
seeing edits in front of my eyes. I mix bounces in Logic, but edits and levelling
happen in Audition. I’ve been using it since v1.5 on the PC and swear by it.
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THIS ISSUE'S REVIEW
SONTRONICS PODCAST PRO MICROPHONE RRP £99
My utmost love and bests to you out in the wider
world, combined with a socially distant hug
through not only space but also time itself. Really
this is about as safe as communication can get.
I type on a computer, it gets printed / digitally
replicated, and then distributed to you later on.
Does it put your mind at ease that I’m wearing
gloves and a facemask too? Because that’s
what’s going down.
Safety measures aside, this time round I’ll be
looking a mic which is specifically
presented as a podcast mic. This is a
useful specificity for those new to the
realm, as it eliminates endless YouTube
rabbit holes and comparisons with
everything else in the mic universe. If
you just want a straight up podcasting
mic, you have a few options of which
this is a truly valid one.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
It’s somewhat chunky. I’m a fan of
retro mics and this kind of fits into
that category, but it’s pretty huge. It
is substantial though, and out of the
box it feels like it’s sturdy enough to
hold its own in a studio. Handling it, you also get
a sense of reliability and it doesn’t feel cobbled
together out of cheap material, so you feel
confident from the moment of unboxing.

PROS

In saying that it’s chunky, I actually don’t mind
that when it’s on a desk. Some people like a
mic to ‘disappear’ and forget that they’re talking
into a device, which I totally understand. It can
give a freedom to a podcasted conversation or
interview. But there’s something about having
the presence of a proper mic in front of you that
can keep you focused and your mind on the job.
It’s also got a great tone for voice, and is pretty

simple in that you basically talk into the end.
Some mics you talk into the side but this leaves
no room for doubt. So for a beginner or indeed
mid-level podcaster, this solves many problems
and doesn’t need much amping up or EQing.

CONS
Sometimes I feel like mics made for podcasting
could be a little restricting. There’s nothing wrong
with how it sounds, but I personally like a very
general and unbiased output with equipment like
this. Sometimes when an item like this
is suited to a specific job, it might be
too biased in one way and may not do
justice to the person using it. I still use
Shure SM-58s which I feel are pretty
transparent, although you do need
some extra attention on the other
end of those (levels and whatnot).
This is a minor thing though and more
personal opinion so it doesn’t really
take away from the quality of this mic.

IS IT ESSENTIAL?

A rock solid and sturdy competitor
for those who want an off-the-shelf
solution to a microphone. Nice
response, solid build, and clear tone which all
adds up to a solid addition to your armoury.
For more specific jobs though, definitely take
a look around as this isn’t a one-stop solution.
But for what it sets out to achieve, it most
certainly does just that.
www.buddypeace.com // @Buddy_Peace

Enjoy Buddy's column? Why
not check out his podcast?
BUDDY'S BUDDIES is a
weekly snapshot of creative,
inspirational and unique
characters carving out their
own fascinating paths in their
lives. Give it a listen!
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DEVIL IN THE DETAIL

FOCUS: PODCASTS LAUNCHED
SINCE LOCKDOWN
IN EACH ISSUE WE TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT OUR FAVOURITE
SHOWS FROM A SPECIFIC GENRE. FOR ISSUE #009 WE'RE
FOCUSING ON SHOWS CREATED DURING THE LOCKDOWN.
WRITTEN BY PODCASTER AND PODCAST ENTHUSIAST @JOHNCNHARRIS

GROUNDED WITH LOUIS THEROUX

Louis Theroux is a name that used to frequently finish the sentence
“you know who would do a great podcast…”. With the help of the BBC
and using a microphone given to him by podcast legend Adam Buxton
(true story), Louis has set out to interview some of the biggest names
in entertainment. Lenny Henry, Helena Bonham Carter and Miriam
Margolyes all find themselves facing the man best known for infiltrating
and scrutinising the unorthodox, except this a podcast, so expect lovely
chats with a sprinkle of the Theroux charm we’ve all come to love.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Jon Ronson
Louis talks to writer, and his sometime doppelgänger, Jon Ronson about
their different approaches to journalism, their rivalry (if there is one) and
mutual respect.

STAYING IN WITH EMILY AND KUMAIL

Emily and Kumail are a modern Hollywood power couple with Emily being
a writer (she’s currently scribing the next Emily Blunt/The Rock vehicle)
and Kumail being an actor (best known for Silicon Valley but soon to be
known as Kingo in an actual Marvel movie). Each episode is an insight
into life in lockdown, or what they call the 'weirds’. All the profits from
the show go to charities helping those affected by coronavirus, so by
listening you’re basically giving to charity.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: Double Features with Edgar Wright
Emily and Kumail are joined by film director and national treasure Edgar
Wright to catch up and discuss the movie double bills that he is posting
on social media through lockdown.
36 //
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FULL FACT

This podcast is the ultimate arsenal against fake news. Full Fact is an
organisation that describes itself as the ‘UKs independent fact checking
charity’ and is designed to expose misinformation and the harm that it can
cause. The show has no agenda past telling the truth and covers topics
ranging from 5G conspiracies, to government statements, to the post you
saw on Facebook about how nature is returning to the cities.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: The latest...
Due to the changing nature of everything right now, your best bet is to
check out the latest episode to help separate the fact from the fiction of
the week just gone.

THE SCAREDY CATS HORROR SHOW

The Scaredy Cats Horror Show is a new show from the team behind
a podcast you should already be listening to, Reply All. Through that
show it has come up at various points that, while Alex Goldman is a
self-confessed horror movie nut, PJ is someone who avoids them at all
costs. Over the last few years, with the likes of Get Out simultaneously
piercing through both the mainstream and getting critical acclaim and
recognition, being a “scaredy cat” has become a lonely place to be. So,
in an attempt to avoid future FOMO PJ and Alex are joined by a guest to
make their way through classic horror films together, to find out whether
PJ can embrace the heebie jeebies.
STAND-OUT EPISODE: #1 The Exorcist
Comedian and movie buff Jason Mantzoukas joins the pair to throw PJ
in the deep with a film often cited as the scariest movie ever made,
The Exorcist.

BONUS LOCKDOWN PODCAST RECOMMENDATIONS
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OH. MY. POD. //

INDEPENDENT
PODCASTS
IN AN EFFORT TO CHAMPION THE LITTLE GUY, WE ASKED
AMATEUR OR INDEPENDENT PODCASTS TO GET IN TOUCH
WITH A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION OF THEIR
SHOW. HERE ARE SOME OF OUR FAVOURITES...
PEOPLES POETRY
PODCAST

BIRD
PODCAST

@people_poetry

@BirdPodcast

A travelling poetry and spoken word podcast that
wanders the length of the UK to talk to rising stars
and established poets. Each episode has its own
poetry recital too.

WTAF A THIS
COUNTRY PODCAST
@wtafThisCountry
123 episodes of the pod for a TV show that has 18
episodes and a special? That must be some kind of
record?

WHAT'S IN
THE BAG?
@witbPod
Josh Shreeve rummages through a different guest’s
bag each episode to discuss the music-related items
they’ve gathered that mean the most to them. Each
item provides unpredictable stories from the guest
who’ll pick their favourite to enter the Hall of Fame.
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We investigate the UK prison system and how we
can find solutions to its many problems. We speak
to guests with lived experience as well as those who
work in the field to find out what it really means to do
time. Features music, rap and spoken word!

DAVID BOWIE:
ALBUMTOALBUM
@AlbumToAlbum
Assorted animals make the case for their favourite
David Bowie album with panache, politeness and
fireworks

TOPICS AGAINST MY
SANITY PODCAST
@Topics_Against
A podcast where I draw a random Cards Against
Humanity card once a week and use it as a starting
point for research and discussion. Sometimes this
leads to places you'd never imagine, and other times
it leads exactly where you'd think.
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THE QUARANTEA
BREAK PODCAST
@QuaranTeaBreak
A nice tea break and a natter with some exceptionally
brilliant people chatting about their lockdown life.

SOME ESSEX LAD
AND A PARALYMPIAN
@wetherill89
Tim Adams and Three-Time Paralympian David
Wetherill explore the world of para-sport, getting an
insight into the life of a professional athlete, as the
pair aim to break down labels while not being too
serious at the same time.

WHAT GOES
AROUND?
@WhatGoesPod
What Goes Around? is a weekly podcast more
about music lovers than music makers. This
podcast takes a fresh and entertaining look at the
world of music from a fans point of view.

THE JOHN DREDGE
NOTHING TO DO WITH
ANYTHING PODCAST
@JohnDredge
Mad sketch comedy podcast fun. ‘Refreshingly
ridiculous’ - Miranda Sawyer

THE MRS. AT
THE MOVIES

FEAR PRESENTS: KILL
COUNT PODCAST

@MrsAtTheMovies

@KillCountPod

Our podcast is about a film enthusiast attempting
to provide an education on all things cinema for his
uninterested partner.

THE SEQUELISERS
@Sequelisers

We're dissecting the deaths in tons of horror films
- from The Invisible Man to American Werewolf in
London! We also share horror haikus and B-movie
recommendations.

STACEY POP
CULTURE PARLOUR
@StaceysPod

Our show is all about fixing all of the bad sequels
of cinema history. From Spider-Man 3 to Highlander
2: The Quickening and even the dreadful Son of the
Mask, Jack, Matt & Tim recast, rewrite and hopefully
fix the bad sequels.

Stacey's Pop Culture Parlour is a pop culture review
show, best served with tea and cake! (If you enjoy
Brummie accents and swearing, you might like this!)

GOT A PODCAST YOU'D LOVE TO SEE FEATURED IN ISSUE #010?
SEND US A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION ON TWITTER!
#OHMYPOD // @PODBIBLE
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THANKS FOR READING!
POD BIBLE WILL BE BACK WITH
ISSUE #010 IN AUGUST

@podbible
READ OUR BACK CATALOGUE AT PODBIBLEMAG.COM
COVER ILLUSTRATION BY DAN EVANS
@DAN_DRAWS / IDRAWFORFOOD.CO.UK
WRITERS: ADAM RICHARDSON, SCROOBIUS PIP, JORDAN RIZZIERI, JASON
REED, BUDDY PEACE, & JOHN HARRIS
SPECIAL THANKS TO ACAST, SPOTIFY, AUDIBLE, STEPHEN FRY, EMMA
GANNON, FLASH MORGAN WEBSTER, SIMON FRANKLIN, ALEXANDRA ADEY,
JOE DUCARREAUX, CAROL WHIFFEN & HANNAH RICHARDSON
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